Melt Pressure Controllers

GEFRAN 2500

MELT PRESSURE CONTROLLER

• Designed to control melt pressure by controlling main drive speed
• Models compatible with transducers
• Configurable alarm relay outputs
• 0-10 Vdc, 0-20mA or 4-20mA control output
• Display shows actual pressure, pressure set point and output %
• Manual mode with bumpless changeover to auto for easy start-ups
• Optional retransmission output

Differential Pressure Controller

• Display P1, P2 and differential pressure on front display
• Two transducer inputs
• Alarm relay to index screen changer
• Control extruder pressure and signal screen changer change from same unit

Melt Pressure Control Package

Package Includes:

• Gefran Melt Pressure Controller 2500
• CA-25 Cable
• Your Choice of 0100 or 0101 Series Transducer

Just $1575.00

Best Value!